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Hi from a new Falke & Gecado owner
September 30 2010 at 4:20 AM

1armoured  (Login 1armoured)

Hi guys, 
 Hi Garvin and great site you have created, and the Vintage Diana. 

  
I spent my formative years in Africa where Falkes and Gecados ruled ! 

  
My first was the Falke 50, 

 and then graduated to the Gecado 35. 
  

I have a little collection of the older stuff which we still shoot at my club,at paper and silhouettes, with the open sights. 
  

and also shoot the more modern competitive FT and Silhouette with Falcon and Air Arms. 
  

My old girls are here; 
 Falke50 

 Gecado 35 
 Gecado 50 
 Weihrauch HW35 

  
 

  
cheers, 

  
 
Sean 

 in New Zealand
 
 
    

This message has been edited by Afrikane on Nov 24, 2017 1:10 AM
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It's interesting that southern Africa September 30 2010, 8:39 PM 

 
was a popular destination for the Falke marque. I guess the company must've had an enthusiastic agent over there. Maybe he was able to tap into some
anti-British feeling to help shift German products not long after the War had ended? But of course that argument falls down because Falkes were very
well received in New Zealand also, and Kiwis back then viewed 'buying British' as a patriotic act. LOL. 

  
I'd be curious to hear from a gun dealer in southern Africa who is old enough to comment on what the buzz was in the '50s around the different brands
of airgun imports? Falkes and Dianas seem to have found a particularly receptive market and it would be fascinating to know why. Maybe it was all
about the price to quality equation and had nothing to do with marketing?! 

  
Anyway, enough of that. Welcome to the Falke forum, Sean. Plenty of other NZ residents around about here too. If you fancy supplying some nice sharp
close up pics of your mod 50, I'd be happy to post them in the gallery for you. 

  
The Falke forum

The Vintage Diana Forum 
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Thanks Garvin. 

  
Anything German has always been received well in S.A., especially by the Afrikaner community, of which my extended family is one. Shades from the
Boer War ! 

 Mausers, Opels, Ford Taunus, DKW's,...and Falkes and Gecados ! 
 But, being in the 'Sterling Area' as all Empire/Commonwealth countries were, other Foreign currency was always not easy to get approved. ??? 

  
I guess there was also a lot of British sentiment in buying BSA's, particularly in Natal, which was my home, and my Scots/Irish/English family and
British traditions. 

  
My old man had a BSA Cadet. 
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Funnily enough our gun rack on the farm had an old Boer War Mauser 7x57 and a Lee Metford .303 side by side. 
  

My Afrikaner uncle bought the Falke for me. 
  

When I went with my Mother to purchase my Gecado in the 50's, the Dept Store Sports Dept had 2 air rifles on display. 
 A Gecado Model 35, and a Gecado Model 50. 

 The salesman said the 35 had more 'power' than the 50, and more suitable for hunting birds, which swayed the deal. 
 (It probably also suited a young lad better as well !) 

  
I'll take some more closeup pics of the Falke 50. 

 Seems to have a different rear sight from those I see on the forum ? 
  

I chrony'd the Falke 50 this week. 480fps with 7.7gr Gamo Match. Still dieseling a little after some oil down the port. 
  

cheers,
  

Sean 
 in New Zealand
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muzzle energy for the 50, which sounds OK. It should be capable of a little more, but considering its age (and especially if its running on an
original seal/spring) it's a respectable output. 

  
Thanks for your description of the parallel traditions of the RSA's Brits and Afrikaaners. Very interesting. I can imagine a fiercely competitive
shooting match between Falke-wielding Afrikaaners and proud BSA owners of British descent. As you say, echoes of the Boer war! 

  
But it's strange how people can set aside their prejudices when a tempting enough product is up for sale. BMWs/Mercs/Audis/VWs sold very well
in the UK from about the 1970s onwards, around the time when the UK car industry was for the most part producing unreliable junk. 
 
And we're told that Dutch farmers snapped up the Falke underlevers for their uncommon power and quality -- within a few short years of their
country being occupied by the hated Germans!

  
The Falke forum

The Vintage Diana Forum 
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